BROUGHT WITH THE VEHICLE SIGNS, IDENTIFYING THE DRIVER OF THE VEHICLE, THEN MOVED ON TIME TO THE SAND FITS IF THE ARMED VEHICLE, OBTAINED TO ADDRESS THE QUESTION OF ONE IN THE SCENE. WE ASKED FOR THE SOLUTION, WHO DECIDED TO DISINTEGRATE THE VEHICLE AND SEIZED CAR, WHICH INCREASED THE SD AND THE SD VEHICLE ARMED LIKE A CAR. WE DISCOVERED A LOCAL SUPPORT TAKING THE SCENE. WE GOT A DIAGNOSIS AND MOVED TO ASPECT. LADY Moore. He did the CASE REPORTED. WE TOOK UP WITH THE SD AND MOVED TO MEET WITH THE SD THEN SHARING VICTIMS WITH IF THE SD. SHARING VICTIMS WITH THE SD AND MOVED TO MEET WITH THE SD. SHARING VICTIMS WITH THE SD WERE REPORTED UP. AND WE MOVED THROUGH...
SWORN STATEMENT

AUTHORITY: Title 10 USC Section 201; Title 5 USC Section 2001; DOD Directive 5200.57 dated November 22, 1949 (SSN).
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DA-FORM 2003, DEC 1998
I was instructed to take my section back out into sector to assist with the White Bird battle. Upon arrival to sector, my section came upon the ambulance and began scanning for possible targets. At the same time, mortar rounds began to land in the vicinity of White 4's tank. I then began to instruct my section to break up. As we were breaking up, a local national along with his passenger began going and flagging my vehicle to maneuver down the road just south of the primary school. The locals were signaling us to stop and move down the street because they were the insurgents had fled to. Upon turning down the road, I noticed a white, four door sedan that had been abandoned. The car was on the first road in the left facing north. All four doors were opened. This vehicle was noticed to be backing down the road and then backed up onto the road to the left of my section. I began maneuvering in pursuit of the vehicle and occupants. We then began pacing in zone 30. We were looking for suspicious activity and people. A short time later, I received a call over the net that two of the insurgents had identified a while. Five hour calls at the top of the